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Abstract: Fake cash identification implies discovering fake coin from the monetary standards. With the progression of
the advanced managing an account administrations, programmed strategies for paper cash discovery has gotten to be
critical in the vast majority of the applications, for example, in computerized teller machines and programmed
merchandise vender machines. Pictures are prepared by utilizing different systems of picture handling and further
different components are removed from the image.Automatic techniques for banknotes acknowledgment are required in
numerous applications, for example, programmed offering products and candy machines, among others. The
methodology comprises of various segments including picture preparing, picture division, and trademark extraction,
looking at images. Fake notes are an issue of verging on each nation however India has been hit truly hard and has
turned into an exceptionally intense issue. Fake notes are an issue of practically every nation except India has been hit
truly hard and has turned into an extremely intense issue.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Modernization of the money related framework is a
development in ensuring the monetary thriving, and
keeping up social congruity. The Reserve Bank of India is
one and only which has the full power to issue certified
receipts in India. However, some unsocial gathering of
individuals is inclined to make these fake monetary
standards. The estimation of cash is expanding and Rs.
1000 and Rs. 500 is the most noteworthy quality cash
existing till date and greatest fake is done in them. From
couple of years, alongside the first money, Fake Currency
is likewise flowing in the general public and unbalancing
the social concordance of the general public. A hefty
portion of the exchange are additionally completed with it.
Fake money recognition implies discovering fake coin
from the monetary forms. With the headway of the present
day managing an account administrations, programmed
techniques for paper money recognition has ended up vital
in a large portion of the applications, for example, in
robotized teller machines and programmed products
merchant machines. Pictures are handled by utilizing
different systems of picture preparing and further different
components are extricated from the pictures.
Automatic strategies for banknotes acknowledgment are
required in numerous applications, for example,
programmed offering merchandise and candy machines,
among others. The methodology comprises of various
segments including picture preparing, picture division,
trademark extraction, looking at pictures. Fake notes are
an issue of verging on each nation yet India has been hit
truly hard and has turned into an exceptionally intense
issue. Along these lines the issue of proficiently
recognizing fake banknotes from honest to goodness ones
by means of programmed machines has turned out to be
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increasingly
vital.
Computerized
paper
coin
acknowledgment framework can be a decent utility in
saving money frameworks and other field of business.
Paper coin acknowledgment with great exactness and high
handling speed has extraordinary significance for
managing an account framework. The essential thing of
methodology is that we separate the elements on the
premise of which we are going to group the fake note.
II.
1.

2.

3.

LITERATURE SURVEY

In
fake currency detection
using image
processingthispaper explained various methods to
detect fake note.
Recent developments in paper currency recognition
system described and the focus is on image
acquisition, image localization, and feature extraction,
template matching and validating the output. We hope
this survey provides a base for researchers interested
in currency recognition system.
Various fake currency detection techniquespaper
provides information about the different methods and
algorithms used for fake currency detection system.
They can compare the detection systems.
III.

EXISTING SYSTEM

The current paper cash acknowledgment include as it were
extraction of elements for banknote order. Paper cash
acknowledgment frameworks ought to be sharp to
perceive banknotes from every side and every course.
Since banknotes might be broken amid flow, the outlined
framework ought to have a critical accuracy in recognizing
torn or worn banknotes.
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IV.



PROPOSED SYSTEM

Perceive Indian coin notes utilizing a picture got from a
portable camera progressively. The technique will be
founded on picture based pre processing took after by an
order of note. The application will be prepared with tests
of every note group in Indian coin before testing. Fake
notes are an issue of practically every nation except India
has been hit truly hard and has turned into an
exceptionally intense issue. In this manner the issue of
proficiently recognizing fake banknotes from bona fide
ones through programmed machines has turned out to be
increasingly
critical.
Automated
paper
cash
acknowledgment framework can be a decent utility in
managing an account frameworks and other field of trade.



Recognition of banknote section for outwardly
hindered individuals.
Extension: Serial number extraction of the note for
verification of note
VI.

CONCLUSION

We have succeeded in ourexpect to build up a framework
that can be utilized to perceive and identify fake coin for
outwardly impeded client and other typical clients. We
have ported the framework to a versatile domain, working
around troubles like restricted preparing force and
memory, while as yet accomplishing high exactness and
low reporting time.
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Fig: system architecture
Paper money acknowledgment with great precision and
high preparing speed has incredible significance for
managing an account framework. This proposed
framework depicts a methodology for confirmation of
Indian cash banknotes. The cash will be checked by
utilizing Image Processing procedures.

V.



APPLICATION

Automated money acknowledgment in coin counter
gadgets.
Foreign money Identification Commercial vehicle
observing
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